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As social networks become more powerful and sophisticated,
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communities. The computing reputation for users in a single
community is not adequate anymore. As a result, a method of
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s1ons, posting ideas vs. comments, we1ght1ng of each com
munity, and volatility of the reputation value are discussed in
the present invention. Finally, a formula for calculating a

global reputation value of the user is proposed by combining
all the considerations. A system that implements the global
reputation computation is described.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CALCULATING
GLOBAL REPUTATION
RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority under 35
USC §119 from US. Provisional Application No. 61/664,
727, entitled “System and Method for Calculating Global
Reputation,” ?led on Jun. 26, 2012, the subject matter of
Which is incorporated herein by reference.
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates generally to the calcu
lation of global reputation in a social netWork having multiple
communities.
BACKGROUND

[0003] Social recognition is an important motivator in mod
ern society. Having your actions result in immediate feedback

Dec. 26, 2013

calculating the global reputation and a system Which imple
ments the method are proposed.
[0007] In one embodiment, a server computer generates a
?rst activity stats of a user associated With a ?rst community,
Wherein the ?rst activity stats indicates a rating on ideas
submitted to the ?rst community by the user and a rating on
comments submitted to the ?rst community by the user. The
server computer also generates a second activity stats of the
user associated With a second community, Wherein the second
activity stats indicates a rating on ideas submitted to the
second community by the user and a rating on comments

submitted to the second community by the user. Next, the
server computer calculates a ?rst reputation value for the user

in the ?rst community and a second reputation value for the
user in the second community. Finally, the server computer
calculates a global reputation value for the user based on the
?rst reputation value and the second reputation value. In one
example, the rating on ideas submitted to the ?rst community

the innovation dialog. In order to establish a qualitative Way

by the user is based on an average number of up votes received
per idea for the user divided by an average number of up votes
received per idea for all users of the ?rst community.

of de?ning reputation, various computing methods are pro
posed to calculate reputation rank in interactive systems, such

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWS

fosters engagement. Finding and ?ltering experts progresses

as idea submission and evaluation systems, among multiple
users. As social netWorks become more powerful and sophis
ticated, each member of a social netWork may belong to
different communities. The computing reputation for users in
a single community is no longer adequate anymore. As a
result, a method of calculating global reputation for a user

participating in multiple communities is desirable.

[0008]

FIG. 1 illustrates a method of determining global

reputation of a user in a social netWork With multiple com
munities in accordance With one novel aspect.

[0009]

FIG. 2 illustrates a ?rst consideration for determin

ing user’s reputation based on user’s level of participation.
[0010]

FIG. 3 illustrates a second consideration for deter

mining user’s reputation based on quantity vs. quality of
SUMMARY

[0004]

A community in the context of present invention

refers to a group of users Who conduct activities related to

certain subject domain. For an example, users having the
same interest in literature can form an online group Which is

used to post Works, provide feedbacks and conduct discus
sions. In another example, professional and amateur photog

participation.
[0011]

FIG. 4 illustrates a third consideration for determin

ing user’s reputation based on content types.
[0012]

FIG. 5 illustrates a fourth consideration for deter

mining user’s global reputation based on Weighting coef?
cients of different communities.
[0013] FIG. 6 illustrates a ?fth consideration for determin

raphers exchange photos by posting and commenting Within

ing user’s global reputation based on sloWer volatility at the

an online community group. In general, the activities users

extremes.

perform can be categorized into posting, commenting and

[0014] FIG. 7 illustrates a formula of calculating a global
reputation GA for user A from a plurality of community
statistics.
[0015] FIG. 8 illustrates an example of a curve smoothing

voting. By posting, a user can submit creative ideas or original
Works. A user can also provide feedbacks by making com
ments on submitted ideas or related events. For either a sub
mitted idea or comment, a user can vote for it (up) or against

it (doWn).
[0005] A user reputation in a community is determined by
his contribution. Higher reputation comes from greater con
tribution. Contribution can be measured by both participation
as Well as quality of the activities. Moreover, the quality of the
activities can be calculated by hoW many up or doWn votes a
user receives for his/her submitted ideas and comments.

HoWever, When a user participates in multiple communities,

the functionality of determine the overall reputation quanti
tatively is lacked in existing systems and literatures.
[0006] In the preset invention, the concept of global repu
tation for a user involved multiple communities is introduced.
Various considerations are described to address challenges

function that can be applied for calculating global reputation
values.
[0016] FIGS. 9-13 illustrates one example of calculating a
global reputation value of a user across multiple communi
ties.
[0017] FIG. 9 illustrates the common community statistics
for all users and all submissions/votes.

[0018]

FIG. 10 illustrates community statistics for userA

and the corresponding community reputation values for each

community.
[0019]

FIG. 11 illustrates community statistics for user B

and the corresponding community reputation values for each

community.

related to global reputation for the user Who participates in

[0020]

activities among multiple communities. Considerations on

feedback (F) and high/loW submission (S).

accessibility of a community, quality vs. quantity of submis
sions, posting ideas vs. comments, Weighting of each com
munity, and volatility of the reputation value are discussed in
the present invention. Furthermore, a computation method to

[0021]

FIG. 12 illustrates an example of high/loW positive

FIG. 13 illustrates the global reputation values of

user A and user B, and the ?nal global reputation values of
userA and user B after applying a curve smoothing function

to regulate the ?uidity of reputation values.
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[0022] FIG. 14 is a high level diagram illustrating a system
that computes global reputation in accordance With one novel

responses) Will also vary. In general, if tWo users had the same
number of up and doWn votes and/or comment responses, but

aspect.

With signi?cantly different quantities of submissions, then the

[0023]

FIG. 15 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a server

computer that computes global reputation.
[0024]

FIG. 16 is a How chart that calculates global repu

tation of a user in a social netWork With multiple communi

ties.

effect of user reputation Will be different. Table 300 in FIG. 3

lists four scenarios of hoW quality and quantity of user’s
activities may impact on user’s reputation:
[0032] scenario liWhen a user has feW submissions and
gets feW votes or comment responses, the impact on

user’s reputation varies, i.e. non-deterministic;
DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF DRAWS
[0025]

Reference Will noW be made in detail to some

embodiments of the invention, examples of Which are illus

trated in the accompanying draWings.
[0026] FIG. 1 illustrates a method of ranking a global repu
tation GA of user A in a social netWork 100 With multiple
communities in accordance With one novel aspect. Within
social netWork 100, the reputation of a user represents differ

ent levels of recognition, attention, social status, and accom
plishment of the user. The reputation of each user thus can be
associated With different levels of needs Within social net
Work 100. As depicted by block 110, these needs can be

categoriZed into, from loW level to high level, physiological
needs, safety needs, social needs, esteem needs and self actu
aliZation. When there are multiple communities, each user

[0033] scenario ZiWhen a user has feW submissions but
gets many votes or comment responses, the impact on

user’s reputation is likely to be positive because the
submission generates lot of interests and responses from

the community;
[0034] scenario 3iWhen a user has many submissions
and gets feW votes or comment responses, the impact on

his reputation is likely to be negative because the sub
mission generates little interests and responses from the

community;
[0035] scenario 4iWhen a user has many submissions
and gets many votes or comment responses, the impact

on his reputation varies, i.e. non-deterministic.
[0036] FIG. 4 illustrates a third consideration for determin
ing a user’s reputation based on content types submitted by

may have different individual reputation/ratings associated
With different communities. In the example of FIG. 1, userA
participates in tWo different communities 1 and 2. UserA has
a reputation value of 50 in community 1 and a reputation
value of 80 in community 2. It is desirable to be able to

the user. In general, some people Will be proli?c ideators,
others Will be good at thoughtful feedback, and both are
valuable for the social netWork. Accordingly, the number of

determine an overall reputation for user A. Conceptually,
even Without quantitative calculation, based on userA’ s indi

versus voting for comments. Typically, ideas tend to receive

vidual reputation values in community 1 and community 2, a

represents the number of the votes received on an idea or a

global reputation value GA of userA can be determined and
associated With one of the categories listed in block 110. In
one novel aspect, in addition to the individual reputation
values, the global reputation of a user is determined based on
various considerations to more accurately re?ect the overall

user votes is separated into votes on ideas and votes on com

ments because of the observed discrepancy of voting for idea
much more votes than comments. In FIG. 4, the siZe of an oval

comment. From the diagram, the number of votes received on

comments posted by a single user (e.g., 401) is usually less
than the number of votes received on ideas posted by the user
(e.g., 402). As a result, the total number of votes on all

comments in the community (e.g., 403) normally is much less

reputation of the user in a social netWork With multiple com
munities.
[0027] FIG. 2 illustrates a ?rst consideration for determin

than the total number of votes on all ideas in the community
(e.g., 404). A loW vote count of comments shouldnot skeW the
rating of a user. Therefore, When calculating user’ s rating, the

ing user’s reputation based on user’ s level of participation. In
general, for multiple communities, a user may have access to

number of votes received on comments should be treated

only a certain numbers of communities and may have no

separately from the number of votes received on ideas.
[0037] FIG. 5 illustrates a fourth consideration for deter

access to other communities. Even When a user has access to

mining user’s global reputation on Weighting coef?cients of

a speci?c community, the user may not participate in any
social activity. These cases should be treated differently in

different communities. In a social netWork, multiple commu
nities may be set up at different times and for different rea
sons. Different communities may be associated With different
functionalities to face neW challenges. Some communities

determining user’s reputation. The present invention pro
poses the folloWing guidelines described by table 200 in FIG.
2:

situation should not impact the user’ s global reputation;

thus Will be more important than others in certain situations.
With respect to user rating, Weighting of votes in different
communities is done to signify expertise of a person in one
community rather than the other. For instance, a person may

[0029] When a user has access to a community, but the
user never posts any idea or comment. This inactivity

because of his/her speci?c domain knoWledge in ?nance, and

[0028]

When a user has no access to a community, there

is no reputation of the user in that community. This

Would have negative impact on user’s global reputation;
[0030] When a user has access to a community and also
posts one or more ideas or comments. This activity

Would naturally have positive impact on user’s global

reputation.
[0031]

FIG. 3 illustrates a second consideration for deter

choose to be identi?ed as an expert in a ?nance community

choose to not let their opinion matter much other than the
?nance community. Thus user’ s ratings in difference commu

nities should be Weighted When calculating the global repu
tation. If users are not alloWed to set the Weights for each
community, then the system admin or some other mechanism
may be used to learn these Weights based on user performance

mining user’s reputation based on quantity of participation

in respective communities.

and quality of participation. For each user, the volume of
participation (e.g., submission) Will vary. Based on the sub
mission, the corresponding response (e. g., votes or comment

Weighting mechanism. Under the default scenario, When cal
culating the global reputation for a user, the user’s ratings in

[0038]

Table 500 in FIG. 5 illustrates one example of such
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three communities, Community 1, Community 2 and Com
munity 3, are evenly weighted by default, i.e. 33% each.
However, in Scenario 1, a user’s rating in Community 1 plays
more weight (60%) than the ratings in Community B and
Community C, with 30% and 10% weights respectively. This
is because the user may have more expertise in Community

rating of userA on ideas submitted to community

1 ’s domain than in domains of Community 2 and Community
3. In Scenario 2, a user is equally pro?cient in the domains of
Community 1 and Community 3, but does not have any

[0047]

domain knowledge applicable to Community 2. Therefore,
the user’s ratings in Community 1 and Community 3 are
equally weighted to be 50% and the rating in Community 2
has no weighting at all (0%).
[0039]

uCjCIaVerage number of up votes user A received

per comment in community C].
[0048] tCjCIaVerage number of up votes received per
comment in community C]

FIG. 6 illustrates a ?fth consideration for determin

ing user’s global reputation based on volatility of the reputa
tion. People’s reputations will change over time as their par
ticipation and response varies. Extreme ends of reputation are

most visible and judgmental, requiring sensitivity. As illus

[0049]

rating of user A on comments submitted to com

munity C]

trated in FIG. 6, it is thus desirable to have reputation value

?uctuate from 25%-75% (normal volatility) easily but not

[0050] TCjIaVerage number of votes (up and down)

very ?uidly from 25% to 0% and from 75% to 100% (slowed
volatility). If a user’s reputation is allowed to decrease up to
0% easily, then it is believed not be a good user experience.
Likewise, if a user’ s reputation increases to 100% easily, then
it is believed that it will not be good for the social network

received per submission (ideas and comments) in com

munity C]
[0051] ajqveighting coe?icient for each community
such that:

since many users might increase their reputations easily by
collusion. As a result, the reputation of a user should be
“smoothed” at extreme ends, 0% and 100%.

[0040] Based on above mentioned considerations, the
present invention proposes a method for calculating the glo
bal reputation of a user participating in activities in multiple
communities.

[0052]

T :function which controls the ?uidity of global

reputation

[0041] FIG. 7 illustrates a formula of calculating a global
reputation GA for user A from a plurality of community sta

[0053] To incorporate the consideration illustrated in FIG.
2, only communities that userA is a member (e.g., userA has

tistics. In general, the rating of user A in each community is
?rst determined, and then the global reputation of user A is
calculated based on the individual ratings in each community.

access) are included, with a total number of communities
equal to n. To incorporate the consideration illustrated in FIG.

3, a user’s quality and quantity of participation should be
re?ected. Since uci is the average number of up votes userA

received per idea Jin community Cjand ucjc is the average
number of up votes userA received per comment in commu

nity Cj, both ucji and ucjc have positive impact on the reputa
tion. Furthermore, a user’s quality and quantity of participa
tion should be measured against other users in the

community. Therefore, tci representing the average number
of up votes received per i ea in community C]. and tcjc repre
senting the average number of up votes received per comment

in community C]. are included in the formula.
[0054] To meet the consideration illustrated in FIG. 4, both
proli?c ideators and good commenters are treated fairly.
GA =
n

Thus, the up votes a user received for ideas and comments are

calculated independently against average of other users. To
meet the consideration illustrated in FIG. 5, a weight coe?i

cient is introduced for each community, i.e. aj for community

where

[0042]

GAIglobal reputation of user A

[0043]

nInumber of communities that userA is a mem

[0055]

Finally, to address the design consideration illus

trated in FIG. 6, a smooth function F is used to reduce the

volatility at both extreme low end and high end. Global repu

ber of

[0044] uc_i:average number of up votes userA received
per idea in community C]

[0045]

1.

tCjiIaVerage number of up votes received per idea

in community C]

tation is envisioned to be ?uid between the value of 25% to
75% and not ?uid from the intervals 0-25% and 75%-100%.
Therefore, applying a curve smoothing function can regulate

the ?uidity of reputation values. Let function T be this con
trol function.
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[0067] User A has submitted 21 ideas in community 2 and
received 5 up votes. Thus,

uC2i:5/21:0.238095238
[0068] User A has submitted 8 ideas in community 3 and
received 20 up votes. Thus,

Where

[0056] x represents global reputation
[0057]

scale is used to center the midpoint of the curve on

the x axis

[0058]

[0059]
[0060]

[0069] User A has submitted 8 ideas in community 4 and
received 5 up votes. Thus,

max is the maximum value reputation can take

shape is the sharpness of the curve.
FIG. 8 illustrates an example of a curve smoothing

[0070]

UserA submitted 43 comments in community 1 and

received 4 up votes. Thus

function that can be applied for calculating global reputation
values. In table 810 at the top of FIG. 8, the “rep” column

represents the original global reputation value. There are
three parameters, scale, max and shape to control the smooth
ness of the ?nal curve. The function column lists the ?nal

global reputation value after applying the smooth function. In
this example, scale:0.5, max(x):1, and shape:3. In curve
graph 820 at the bottom of FIG. 8, the x-axis represents the
original global reputation value as input of the smooth func
tion F and the y-axis represents the ?nal global reputation as
output from the smooth function F(x). From both table 810
and curve graph 820, it is evident that the global reputation
value changes much sloWer at both extreme ends, near 0 and
1.

[0061] FIGS. 9-13 illustrate one example of calculating a
global reputation value of users across multiple communities.

[0071]

UserA submitted 43 comments in community 2 and

received 1 up vote. Thus

uC2i:1/43:0.023255814
[0072]

UserA submitted 17 comments in community 3 and

received 4 up votes. Thus

uC3i::1/17:0.058823529
[0073]

UserA submitted 17 comments in community 4 and

received 1 up votes. Thus

uC49::1/17:0.058823529
[0074]

Equal Weight (0.25) is applied on all four commu

nities. That is, aj:0.25 (j:1,2,3,4).Accordingly, userA’s glo
bal reputation among four communities can be determined as

following:

A total of four communities are used. The user submissions
and feedbacks/votes statistics in the four communities are

used to calculate the global reputation of user A and user B.

[0062]

FIG. 9 illustrates the community statistics for all

users and all submissions/votes. The votes are then averaged
out over all communities for normalization. In order to sim

plify the calculation, it is assumed that all four communities
have the same community level statistics. In each community,
there are total 60 users Who submitted total 42 ideas and 86
comments. For 42 ideas, 64 up votes and 26 doWn votes are
received. For 86 comments, total 32 up votes and 18 doWn
votes are received. As a result, there are total 128 submissions
and 140 total votes received.

[0063] To calculate average up votes per idea, the total
number of up votes on ideas (64) is divided by the total
number of ideas (42) and the result is 1.52. That is:

0554694065++00533482l4+]
0138673516 /
[0213392857
= 0.230027163

[0075]

FIG. 11 illustrates community statistics for user B

and the corresponding community reputation values for each
community. As shoWn in the table in FIG. 11, user B has

[0064] Similarly, the average up votes on comments is cal
culated by dividing the total number of up votes on comments

(32) by the total number of comments (86) and the result is
0.37. That is:

zCjC:0.37 (j:1,2,3,4)

submitted 21 ideas in community 1, 21 ideas in community 2,
8 ideas in community 3, and 8 ideas in community 4. User B
also submitted 43 comments in community 1, 43 comments in
community 2, 17 comments in community 3, and 17 com
ments in community 4. The numbers of up votes user B
received for the submitted ideas are 5, 5, 5 and 5 from com

munities 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The numbers of up votes

[0065] If the total number of votes (140) is divided by total
number of submission (128), the average number of votes per
submission is obtained as 1.09. That is:

Tcj:l.09 (j:1,2,3,4)
[0066]

FIG. 10 illustrates community statistics for userA

user B received for the submitted comments are 1, 1, 1 and 1

from communities 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Equal Weight
(0.25) is applied on all four communities. That is, aj:0.25
(j:1,2,3,4). Based on same calculation as for userA, user B’s

global reputation among four communities can be determined
as folloWing:

and the corresponding community reputation values for each
community. User A has submitted 21 ideas in community 1
and received 20 up votes. Thus,

uCli:20/21:0.952380952

uicl = 5/21 : 0.238095238
uicz = 5/21 : 0.238095238
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server 1401 to retrieve data of user activities in a social

1863 == 5/8 = 0.625

netWork. NetWork 1402 provides connectivity via Wired or

1364 == 5/8 = 0.625

Wireless netWork connections 1403 betWeen server computer
1401 and data source servers 1404-1407. In the example of
FIG. 14, data source servers are various Web sites provide

2661 =1/43 = 0.023255814

social netWorking, such as Facebook 1404 and Google Plus
M‘CZ =1/43 = 0.023255814

1405, or online content sharing such as Flickr 1406 or other

1263 =1/17 = 0058823529

social netWork 1407. User activities (posts, comments, and
votes) of registeredusers are stored on the data source servers.

1364 == 1/17 = 0058823529

By retrieving user activity data, server 1401 can calculate the
global reputation values for users.
[0080] FIG. 15 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a server
computer 1500 that calculates the global reputation of a reg
istered user in a social netWork. Server computer 1500 com

prises a processor 1501, a user interface and peripherals 1502
such as monitor, keyboard and mouse, a netWork input and

output (I/O) module 1503 for sending and receiving data, and
GA:

0.138673516 +0.0533482l4+]
0138673516 /
[0.0533482l4+
= 0.096010865

a storage device 1504 for storing data. The storage device
1504 is a type of computer-readable medium (i.e. a type of
memory such as RAM, ROM, CD, DISK, etc.), and further
comprises softWare programs 1505 and a database 1506 that
implement the computing of the global reputation of a user.
SoftWare programs 1505 comprise program instructions

stored in the computer-readable medium, When executed by

feedback (F) and high/loW submission (S). High submission

processor 1501, causing the processor and other softWare
and/or hardWare modules to perform desired functions.

is de?ned as user submits more than 50% of the ideas and
50% of the comments While loW submissions means user

server 1401 in FIG. 14. The functional modules include an

[0076]

FIG. 12 illustrates an example of high/loW positive

submits less than 5% of the ideas and 5% of the comments. If

[0081]

FIG. 15 also shoWs the main functional modules on

more than 80% of the votes a user receives are positive (up) it

input module 1521, an output module 1526, a data collection
module 1522, an activity statistics generation module 1523, a

is considered as high positive feedback, and if less than 20%

community reputation module 1524, and a global reputation

of the votes a user receives are positive (up) it is considered as

calculation module 1525. Input module 1521 retrieves data

loW positive feedback. Based on userA’ s statistics in FIG. 10,
one can see that userA has high submissions With high posi

tive feedback in community 1, high submissions With loW
positive feedback in community 2, loW submissions With high
positive feedback in community 3 and loW submissions With
loW positive feedback in community 4. Similarly, based on
user B’s statistics in FIG. 11, one can see that user B has high

submissions With loW positive feedback in community 1 and
2 and loW submissions With loW positive feedback in com

munity 3 and 4.
[0077] To incorporate the design consideration shoWn in
FIG. 6, FIG. 13 illustrates the global reputation values of user
A and user B, and the ?nal global reputation values of userA

from external servers or users. Data collection module 1522

pre-processes the input data related to the user activities in
social netWorks and the reformatted input data is stored in a

server database 1506. Activity statistics generation module
1523 constructs the input data from database 1506 to generate
statistics for user activities in each community. For activities
of each user in a community, statistics include total number of
submitted ideas, comments, and up and doWn votes received
for the submitted ideas and comments. In addition, for each

community, the generated statistics include total number of
submitted ideas, comments, and up and doWn votes received
for the ideas and comments. User reputation in each commu

nity is ?rst calculated by community reputation module 1524

104729664 and for user B, the ?nal global reputation is

based on these statistics, and global reputation calculation
module 1525 calculates the global reputation for users based
on the user reputation in each community. Finally, output
module 1526 outputs the results from module 1525.
[0082] FIG. 16 is a How chart for processing input data of

T (GB):0.007055285.

user activities from data source servers and calculating the

and user B after applying a curve smoothing function to

regulate the ?uidity of reputation values. For this example, the
parameters are set as scale:0.5, max(x):l and shape:3. As a

result, for user A, ?nal global reputation is IF (GA):0.

[0078]

Reference Will noW be made in detail to embodi

ments of the invention for the system implementation of

global reputation for users. The input data about user activi
ties in social netWorks are collected at block 1601. The input

global reputation computation.

data include statistics on user’s submitted ideas and com
ments as Well as the votes from other user regarding the

[0079] FIG. 14 illustrates computer-based system 1400
according to the present invention for computing value of

submitted ideas and comments. From the input data, ?rst the
community level statistics are generated at block 1602. Sta
tistics at community level include tci, average number of up

croWd. System 1400 comprises a server computer 1401, a

Internet 1402, a plurality of netWork connections 1403, and a

votes received per idea in community C], tcjc, average number
of up votes received per comment in community C]. and TC],

Local area netWork (LAN) or Wide area netWork (WAN) or
plurality of data source servers 1404-1407. The server com

average number of votes (up and doWn) received per submis

puter 1401 furnishes user With input and output interfaces and
performs global reputation computation. Data source servers

are generated for all communities. At block 1603, user statis

1404, 1405, 1406, and 1407 provide netWork interfaces for

tics are generated for each user. User statistics include ucji,

sion (ideas and comments) in community Cj. These statistics
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8. The method of claim 6, Wherein a Weighting coef?cient
of the ?rst community is related to user performance in the

?rst community.
9. The method of claim 1, Wherein the global reputation

ted ideas. Note that for each user, statistics need to be gener

value is applied With a curve smooth function to regulate

ated for all communities. Then at block 1604, user’s global
reputation is calculated based on the formula. Finally, ?nal

?uidity of the global reputation value.

global reputation values for all users are output to the user
interface. The output can be in graphical display or matrix
format.

system comprises:

[0083] Although the present invention is described above in
connection With certain speci?c embodiments for instruc
tional purposes, the present invention is not limited thereto.

Accordingly, various modi?cations, adaptations, and combi
nations of various features of the described embodiments can

1 0. A system for computing global reputation for a user, the
an activity stats module that generates a ?rst activity stats
of the user associated With a ?rst community, Wherein
the ?rst activity stats indicates a rating on ideas submit
ted to the ?rst community by the user and a rating on
comments submitted to the ?rst community by the user,
Wherein the activity stats module also generates a second
activity stats of the user associated With a second com

be practiced Without departing from the scope of the inven

munity, Wherein the second activity stats indicates a
rating on ideas submitted to the second community by

tion as set forth in the claims.

What is claimed is:

the user and a rating on comments submitted to the

1. A method, comprising:

second community by the user;

generating a ?rst activity stats of a user associated With a

?rst community, Wherein the ?rst activity stats indicates
a rating on ideas submitted to the ?rst community by the
user and a rating on comments submitted to the ?rst

a community reputation module that calculates a ?rst repu
tation value for the user in the ?rst community and a
second reputation value for the user in the second com

munity; and

community by the user;
With a second community, Wherein the second activity

a global reputation calculation module that calculates a
global reputation value for the user based on the ?rst

stats indicates a rating on ideas submitted to the second
community by the user and a rating on comments sub

11. The system of claim 10, Wherein user activities for

generating a second activity stats of the user associated

mitted to the second community by the user;
calculating a ?rst reputation value for the user in the ?rst
community and a second reputation value for the user in

the second community; and
calculating a global reputation value for the user based on

the ?rst reputation value and the second reputation
value.
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein user activities for col

lected activity stats comprise submitting ideas, submitting
comments, and providing/receiving up votes or doWn votes
for the submitted ideas/comments.
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the rating on ideas
submitted to the ?rst community by the user is based on an
average number of up votes received per idea for the user
divided by an average number of up votes received per idea
for all users of the ?rst community.
4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the rating on comments
submitted to the ?rst community by the user is based on an
average number of up votes received per comment for the user
divided by an average number of up votes received per com
ment for all users of the ?rst community.

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst reputation value
is based on the rating on ideas plus the rating on comments
submitted to the ?rst community by the user divided by an
average number of votes received per submission for all users

in the ?rst community.
6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst reputation value
and the second reputation value are applied With correspond

ing Weighting coef?cients of each community for calculating
the global reputation value.
7. The method of claim 6, Wherein a Weighting coef?cient

of the ?rst community is related to speci?c knowledge of the
user about the ?rst community.

reputation value and the second reputation value.

collected activity stats comprise submitting ideas, submitting
comments, and providing/receiving up votes or doWn votes
for the submitted ideas/comments.
12. The system of claim 10, Wherein the rating on ideas
submitted to the ?rst community by the user is based on an
average number of up votes received per idea for the user
divided by an average number of up votes received per idea

for all users of the ?rst community.
13. The system of claim 10, Wherein the rating on com
ments submitted to the ?rst community by the user is based on
an average number of up votes received per comment for the
user divided by an average number of up votes received per
comment for all users of the ?rst community.

14. The system of claim 10, Wherein the ?rst reputation
value is based on the rating on ideas plus the rating on com

ments submitted to the ?rst community by the user divided by
an average number of votes received per submission for all

users in the ?rst community.

15. The system of claim 10, Wherein the global reputation

is calculated by aggregating community reputation values
With a corresponding Weighting coef?cient for each commu

nity.
16. The system of claim 15, Wherein the Weighting coef?
cients for each community are set by a system administrator.

17. The system of claim 15, Wherein the Weighting coef?
cients for each community are determined based on user

performance in corresponding communities.
18. The system of claim 10, Wherein the global reputation
value is obtained by applying a smooth function to regulate

the ?uidity of the global reputation value.
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